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ABSTRACT
The neutrino minimal standard model (휈MSM) has been tightly constrained in the recent years, either
from dark matter (DM) production or from X-ray and small-scale observations. However, current
bounds on sterile neutrino DM can be significantly modified when considering a 휈MSM extension, in
which the DM candidates interact via a massive (axial) vector field. In particular, standard production
mechanisms in the early Universe can be affected through the decay of such a massive mediator. We
perform an indirect detection analysis to study how the 휈MSMparameter-space constraints are affected
by said interactions. We compute the X-ray fluxes considering a DM profile that self-consistently ac-
counts for the particle physics model by using an updated version of the Ruffini-ArgÃĳelles-Rueda
(RAR) fermionic (âĂĲinoâĂİ) model, instead of phenomenological profiles such as the Navarro-
Frenk-White (NFW) distribution. We show that the RAR profile accounting for interacting DM, is
compatible withmeasurements of the Galaxy rotation curve and constraints on the DM self-interacting
cross section from the Bullet cluster. A new analysis of the X-ray NuSTAR data in the central par-
sec of the Milky Way, is here performed to derive constraints on the self-interacting sterile neutrino
parameter-space. Such constraints are stronger than those obtained with commonly used DM profiles,
due to the dense DM core characteristic of the RAR profiles.
1. Introduction
While the evidence for the existence of darkmatter (DM)
is implied from astrophysical and cosmological observations
of gravitational effects, a huge effort is still focused on the
understanding of the nature of the particles that make up
this unknown matter as well as its detection [1, 2, 3, 4].
Among the myriad of DM candidates proposed, a sterile
neutrino with a mass in the keV range has been claimed
as a viable candidate, falling in the category of warm DM
(WDM) (see [5, 6, 7, 8] for some relevant examples and
[9, 10] for a review).
These claims seem to be revitalized given recent results
about neutrino oscillations and several other physics phe-
nomenona which are not predicted by the Standard Model
(SM) and suggest new, unknown physics [11, 12, 13, 14].
In particular, a minimal extension of the SM, the so-called
NeutrinoMinimal StandardModel (휈MSM) introduces three
sterile right handed neutrinos, where the lightest one might
account for the presence of DM in the universe [7].
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From the gravitational evidence about the existence of
DM, we can infer that the DM particle must be stable on cos-
mological time scales. Nevertheless, huge amounts of DM
particles can decay even for such extremely long life-times
and the decay signals may be in the observable range to be
detectable (see e.g. [15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22]). Within
the framework of the 휈MSM, the hypothetical sterile neu-
trino is an example of decaying DM with a life-time several
times greater than the age of the Universe [7]. Viability for
such sterile neutrinos as to constitute the entirety of cosmo-
logical DM requires low enough mixing with the standard
sector, measured by the mixing angle
휃2 =
∑
훼=푒,휇,휏
(푣2퐹훼,1)∕푚2푠 , (1)
with 푣2 the Higgs boson v.e.v., 퐹훼,1 the Yukawa cou-plings for the right-chiral neutrinos and 푚푠 the sterile neu-trino mass. Indeed, it is enough for 휃2 to fall below
2.5 × 10−13(MeV∕푚푠)5 as to have a life-time longer than theage of the universe for tree-level decays [23]. More strin-
gent observational bounds, as the ones arising from the dif-
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fuse X/훾-ray background, ensure the fulfillment of this life-
time condition [23]. These bounds are significantly over-
come by the ones due to sterile neutrino production mecha-
nisms (not displayed in fig. 9). Both the sterile neutrinomass
푚푠, and the mixing angle between active and sterile neutri-nos 휃, constitute the parameter space for 휈MSM regarding
DM. Their decay open the possibility of indirectly detect-
ing DM via the identification of such interactions products
as photons or neutrinos. Indeed, the sterile neutrinos would
have a subdominant radiative decay channel into a photon
and a light (mostly active) neutrino [24, 25]. An important
clue for searching for the decay of a sterile neutrino can-
didate may be coming from the X-ray observation of DM-
dominated objects, such as galaxies and clusters of galaxies.
The region of the galaxy with the highest DM density is the
MilkyWay center and constitutes the classical target for DM
searches , though it is often made more difficult by the com-
plicated astrophysics involved (see e.g. [26] for a compila-
tion of works). The Galactic center (GC) region has been ex-
tensively studied in the realm of sterile neutrino DM decays
using observations of several X-ray satellites such as Suzaku,
Chandra, XMM-Newton (see [9] for a recent review), as well
as from the NuSTAR mission [27].
The above-cited works aimed at constraining the 휈MSM
parameter space using X-ray observations from both galac-
tic and extragalactic objects. Such limits come as com-
plementary to the ones imposed by production mechanisms
of DM in the early universe, such as non-resonant (Dodel-
son - Widrow) production [28, 29, 9] and resonant produc-
tion [30, 31, 29]. Other limits to the 휈MSM model include
phase space distribution bounds, as well as bounds from lo-
cal group galaxy counts, which exclude masses below sev-
eral keV [32, 33, 34].
X-ray bounds provide upper limits to the mixing angle
휃 (between dark and active sector) as a function of particle
mass푚푠. The pertinent constraints are summarized in figure1 in [27]: upper bounds to themixing angle 휃 can be set using
X-ray searches, while lower bounds are placed by ensuring
correct sterile neutrino abundances to account for the whole
DM budget. Also, phase space constraints and MW satellite
counts can place lower bounds in the sterile neutrino mass.
We observe from that figure that the allowed regime of
masses for the lightest sterile neutrino within the framework
of the conventional 휈MSM [35] are in the range
10 keV ≲ 푚푠 ≲ 16 keV . (2)
Such a narrow range seems to marginally include the ten-
tantive 3.5 keV signal for DM (corresponding to 푚푠 ∼
7 keV [36, 37]).
In this paper, we focus on placing constraints using these
X-ray signals due to sterile neutrino decays within an exten-
sion of the 휈MSM framework, in which the DM candidates
interact via a dark-sector massive (axial) vector field. Such
an extension, proposed in [38] by Argüelles-Mavromatos-
Ruffini-Rueda (AMRR from now on), represents a minimal
extension to the 휈MSM model and involves the assumption
of novel DM density profiles which depend on the particle
mass and the interaction coupling constant (as discussed in
section 3). The relevance andmain motivation of adding self
interactions to the model, is because it significantly modifies
the productionmechanisms of sterile neutrinos, relaxing cur-
rent 휈MSM bounds as discussed in section 3 (see [39] for an
analogous result). Besides, it can affect the shape of the DM
density profiles, and alter the cosmological evolution with
its corresponding imprints on structure formation.
A crucial point is that the intensity of the DM decay flux
expected from an individual halo depends mainly on the DM
density distribution inside it. N-body simulations within the
ΛCDM paradigm, seem to point towards a single universal
description for the DM halo density profiles, and different
parameterizations had been obtained in the literature [40,
41, 42, 43, 44]. However, in this work we are interested
in particles pertaining to the WDM paradigm that decouple
while still relativistic, implying a subsequent free-streaming
which damps primordial density fluctuations below a cut-
off scale sensitive to the particle mass (see e.g. [45]). For
keV-ish particles, such a damping implies a suppression in
the power spectrum which goes from ∼ 10% atMpc scales
when compared with the ΛCDM one, and becomes stronger
on scales below 102 kpc (see [10] for current constraints).
One of the main consequences of such a suppression is the
difference in morphology of the DM density profiles: while
CDM (on DM-only simulations) halos (and sub-halos) are
cuspy through the center, the WDM ones tend to form cored
inner halos for low enough particle masses below keV (see
e.g. [46]). Nevertheless, in the case of few to several keV,
recent high resolution N-body simulations [47] developed
to understand the small-scale structure differences between
CDM and WDM cosmologies, show that the density pro-
files in WDM halos with masses푀 ≳ 1010M⊙1 are indis-tinguishable from their CDM counterparts, and well fitted
by Einasto profiles [44], or even by NFW [46] (though for
much larger halo masses in the latter). Therefore, in this pa-
per we will compare the Navarro-Frenk-White (NFW) pro-
file [40, 41], the Einasto (EIN) profile [48, 44] and the Burk-
ert (BUR) profile [49], with the recently proposed Ruffini-
Argüelles-Rueda (RAR) profile [50, 51] in order to bracket
the theoretical uncertainty in the limits from the modeling
of the expected DM decay flux of sterile neutrino WDM.
At this point it is important to emphasize that the ro-
bustness of the constraints obtained here depends crucially
on the precise knowledge of the DM profile at the GC. In
this line, we would like to point out some advantages of us-
ing the RAR model, over phenomenological DM profiles
(e.g. NFW [40, 41], Einasto [48], etc), regarding the self-
consistent estimation of the Galactic distribution of keV
WDM fermions (“inos”).
While phenomenological DM profiles arise from the fit-
ting of (classical) N-body simulation with finite spatial res-
olution down to ∼ 0.1 kpc scales, when aiming to emission
regions at parsec-scales, extrapolated versions of those pro-
files are used due to the lack of knowledge of the DM con-
1 Less massive WDM halos do start to show systematically lower con-
centrations with respect to CDM ones [47].
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tent (and precise distribution) around SgrA*. Instead, in the
RAR model (and generalized versions) the Pauli principle is
self-consistently included from the phase-space distribution
function at relaxation, leading to a continuous dense core –
diluted halo profile from the very center (without the need
of the BH) all the way to the outer halo. Such DM profiles
are successfully applied to explain the rotation curves as well
as different universal relations from dwarfs to ellipticals in-
cluding the Milky Way, as shown in [50, 51, 52]. More-
over, at difference with the pseudo particles involved in nu-
merical simulations, the building blocks of the RAR profiles
are fermionic particles which obey a well-established nature
and equation of state. This allows us to make direct contact
with particle physics scenarios, e.g. ∼ keV sterile neutrino
physics (see discussion in [38]).
We would also like to mention some additional ef-
fects/ingredients that have been included in N-body simu-
lations via the use of pseudo-particles. There remains open
the possibility of performing analogous simulations, intro-
ducing the more complicated quantum field-theoretical na-
ture of the inos, either free (original RAR [50, 51, 52]), or
self-interacting (RAR+SIDM/AMRR [38]), to assess their
possible effects on the halo formation and dynamics:
(i) Deviation either from spherical-symmetry and/or
isotropy (in velocity) at virialization. Halo ellipticity and ve-
locity anisotropy are not usually considered when obtaining
sterile neutrino mass bounds, though in [53] the impact of
typical ellipticity values [54, 55] has been evaluated within
traditional profiles. In [56], the effects of velocity anisotropy
have been included in what we can call a Newtonian version
of the RAR model, with marginal effects with respect to the
isotropic results when assessed within the limits of observa-
tional uncertainties. This agrees with the fact that the RAR
profiles provide very good fits for a large plethora of galactic
and extragalactic data as shown in [51, 52].
(ii) From the cosmological point of view, the available
amount of DM particles in the galaxies in modern eras of
the Universe depends on detailed calculations of the en-
tire cosmological history of microscopic models. Numeri-
cal simulations of DM halos formation including merging
history physics have been performed both within CDM and
WDM cosmologies (see, e.g., [57], and references therein
for details and for a recent account). Analogous calcula-
tions/simulations for the RAR-model inos, accounting for
their quantum nature and self-interactions, are starting to be
developed by some of the authors in [58], though are well
beyond the scope of the present work.
While waiting for a full understanding of such cosmolog-
ical simulations for quantum particles, we have an important
hint from the fact that Fermi Dirac-like phase-space distribu-
tions (such as the one given by Eq. 19, leading to the core –
halo RAR profile), has been shown to be a possible outcome
of the process of collissionless relaxation within cosmolog-
ical timescales. This kind of distribution function can be a
stationary solution of a generalized thermodynamic Fokker-
Planck equation for fermions, including the physics of vio-
lent relaxation and evaporation [59, 60], appropriate within
the non-linear structure formation process. Importantly, the
equilibrium RAR core – halo profiles [51] can be shown to
be thermodynamically stable and extremely long-lived (i.e.
maximising a coarse-grained entropy within cosmological
timescales), as an outcome of violent relaxation processes,
thus being a reachable end-state in Nature [61]. We refer the
reader to section 2.3 for further details on this topic.
It is then clear that the RAR model leads to a DM pro-
file that presents distinct qualitative and quantitative fea-
tures that allows model parameters to be constrained in a
precise way. We mention for example the explicit parti-
cle mass dependence in the profile itself, and a novel dense
quantum core - diluted halo morphology which, for 푚푐2 =
48 – 345 keV, can provide excellent fits to the Milky Way
rotation curve data with the central DM core being an alter-
native to the BH scenario in SgrA* [51].
As masses larger than 48 keV are above the upper par-
ticle mass limit set by the currently existing bounds on the
휈MSM parameter space [27, 9], it is clear that (A) the mi-
crophysical model itself should be altered, or (B) there are
more than one species of DM particles (for recent reviews
see [62] and references therein), which would then imply
a smaller portal mixing angle within the 휈MSM, thus re-
laxing the upper bound on masses, as obtained from x-ray
constraints, or (C) a consistent extension to the RAR DM
profile allowing for 푚 < 48 keV must be considered 2. In
this work, we will study in detail the case (A). We will dis-
cuss the constraints on the RAR profile coming from X-ray
observations going beyond the 휈MSM scenario, by includ-
ing self-interactions among the fermions in section 3, us-
ing the AMRR model [38], which identifies the RAR DM
fermions with the (self-interacting) sterile right-handed neu-
trinos. We will show that within the RAR+Self-interacting
DM (RAR+SIDM/AMRR) approach, it is possible to be in
agreement with the total MW rotation curve, while respect-
ing the bullet cluster constraints.
We further estimate new upper bounds in the mixing
angle 휃 for 푚푠 ≥ 48 keV, but in this case under theRAR+SIDM model assumption. These limits are obtained
by comparing the photon flux observations from the GC
against the (DM halo model dependent) theoretical expected
one. In particular, we focus on searches with NuSTAR
satellite which have provided accurate observation of dif-
fuse X-ray emission within the few central parsecs around
SgrA* [63]. A similar analysis from the NuSTAR data was
used in [27] in the 휈MSM standard scenario, though adopt-
ing corona-like regions around the GC, where diffuse pho-
tons are included but excluding the very center (where many
individual bright X-ray sources can be identified).
Thus, in this work we aim to revisit X-ray constraints for
decays of sterile neutrinos in the context of theAMRRexten-
sion to the 휈MSM model. This is motivated by the possibil-
2Lower particle masses between ∼ 10 and 48 keV can fit as well the
MW rotation curve[51], but the central core does not provide the BH alter-
native. However, a self-gravitating DM concentration around a BH is a dy-
namical (open) problem that requires considering accretion processes (e.g.
solving relativistic Euler equations coupled to Einstein), which deserves a
more dedicated analysis out of the scope of the present work.
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ity of (i) relaxing existing constraints on the parameter space
for 휈MSM (potentially allowing for higher particle masses
or lower mixing angles); (ii) allowing us to intrinsically link
the DM profile with the underlying particle physics model
including DM self-interactions (thus requiring a fundamen-
tally different indirect detection analysis due to the particle
mass dependence in the profile).
The outline of the work is as follows: in section 2 we de-
scribe the calculation of the expected DM decay flux. We
summarize the relevant ingredients to compute it and the
choice of parameters of the 휈MSM. We consider several
parametrizations for the DM density profile and discuss its
critical role in the expected DM decay flux. In section 3,
we discuss the effects in the relaxation of these bounds due
to hidden dark sector interactions, proposed by AMRR in
[38] and extended here for the more realistic version of the
RAR+SIDM model which includes escape of particle ef-
fects [51]. Using the X-ray observations from the GC, in
section 5 we obtain the revised upper limits on the sterile
neutrino mixing angles as a function of particle mass. Fi-
nally, in section 6 we draw our conclusions.
2. Sterile neutrino decay: X-ray flux
The radiative sterile neutrino decay channel to a photon
and an active neutrino produces a spectral line in the X-ray.
The decay width Γ, is defined as [45, 24, 25]
Γ = 9
1024
훼퐺2F
휋4
푚5푠 |Θ|2 (3)
with 훼 the fine-structure constant, |Θ|2 = sin2(2휃) and 퐺Fthe Fermi constant. Here 휃 is typically a small quantity be-
low the electroweak scale, as arising from Cosmic X-ray
Background (CXB) constraints [64]. The expected energy
flux observed from the decay of a massive neutrino will de-
pend on both the distance and distribution of DM across the
field of view of the detector, as well as on the parameter
space (휃, 푚푠).This decay channel is due to mixing between active and
sterile sectors under the 휈MSM model. The interaction
arises due to mass mixing thanks to the addition of a Ma-
jorana mass term for the sterile neutrinos, plus a Yukawa
Higgs-portal term as:
Yuk = 퐹훼퐼 퓁̄훼푁푅퐼휙푐 + h.c. , 퐼 = 1, 2, 3 (4)
where 퓁훼 are the lepton doublets of the Standard Model(SM), 훼 = 푒, 휇, 휏, 퐹훼퐼 are the appropriate Yukawa couplingswhich relates to the mixing angle 휃 via eq. (1) above, and 휙푐
is the SM conjugate Higgs field, i.e. 휙푐 = 푖휏2휙⋆ (with 휏2the 2 × 2 Pauli matrix), with 푁푅퐼 the three sterile neutrinofields. Further details will be explored in section 3.
If 푥 denotes the linear coordinate along the line of sight
(l.o.s.) and 푑Ω the solid angle element of the detector field of
view, the differential photon flux from a volume element in
the galaxy 푥2푑푥푑Ω, reaching a unit effective area of the de-
tector is proportional to the DM density profile 휌, and given
by 3
d푓 = 푥2 d푥 dΩ Γ
푚푠
휌(푟)
4휋푥2
, (5)
since each volume element contains 휌(푟)∕푚푠 sterile neutri-nos. The average flux observed in a solid angle is then found
by integrating over the 휌 along the line of sight connecting
the detector and the GC and the solid angle,
퐹 = Γ
4휋푚푠 ∫Ωl.o.s. dΩ∫ 휌(푟(푥,Ω)) d푥 . (6)
This expression can be cast as
퐹 = Γ
4휋푚푠
푆DM , (7)
where the 푆DM factor contains both the features of the DMprofile of interest and the observation details such as the lo-
cation of the observed region itself. The remaining factor
depends exclusively on the particle physics parameters and
휈MSM specific decay rates. By asking 퐹 obsmax ≥ 퐹 with 퐹 obsmaxthe maximum observed X-ray flux (see section 4), it is possi-
ble to place upper limits on the sterile neutrino mixing angle
as a function of particle mass, as shown in fig. 9. In the
following sections, we will discuss the ingredients required
to place these bounds: we will discuss several models for
DM distribution profiles in sections 2.2 and 2.3, as well as
the AMRR extension in section 3, assessing their impact on
푆DM (see also appendix A for details). Finally, in section4 we calculate the maximum observed X-ray flux 퐹 obsmax fordifferent observation targets around the Galaxy center.
2.1. 휈MSM parameter bounds
All the constraints calculated in this work are upper
limits on the mixing angle as a function of the particle
mass, but several other parameter-space bounds exist, un-
der the particle model here considered. Phase space den-
sity constraints place a lower bound on mass at around
1 – 2 keV. X-ray searches performed previously on differ-
ent data sets are shown in the various parameter space plots
[27, 33, 65, 66, 67, 68] for galactic and extragalactic observa-
tion regions. It is important to note however that these anal-
yses are calculated using simulation-based DM halo profiles
(see section 2.3 for an in-depth comparison between the two
approaches).
Bounds on the mixing angle 휃 can be placed due to ster-
ile neutrino production mechanisms in the early universe, la-
beled in Figure 1 in [27] as 휈MSM, BBN (lower bounds)
and NRP (upper bound). These mechanisms are heavily
dependent of the values for lepton asymmetry in this early
stage: in the absence of lepton asymmetry Non-Resonant
Production (NRP) [28, 29, 9] mechanisms are the only ones
to take place, and by requiring the observed abundances to
3 Here, we have ignored general relativistic effects on proper volume
integrals, as well as a factor of 푑푁∕푑퐸 given that the emission is almost a
single line (compared to the resolution of the detectors, see the discussion
in [27])
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be produced a relation between 푚푠 and 휃 can be plotted inthis case. The presence of lepton asymmetry adds another
available production mechanism: Resonant Production (RP)
[30, 31, 29]. Part of the DM abundance can be generated
in this way, allowing the observed abundances to be met for
smallermixing angles. In the context of 휈MSM lepton asym-
metry can be produced via decays of heavier sterile neutri-
nos, up to the value that outlines the line labeled as 휈MSM
in Figure 1 in [27] set by requiring this lepton asymmetry
to be produced within the model. If we remain agnostic to
the origins of this asymmetry, limits can be further lowered
until these values come into conflict with nucleosynthesis
predictions up to a value of lepton asymmetry of 퐿6 ∼ 700.[45].
These lower bounds can potentially be relaxed with the
inclusion of self-interacting DM. Indeed, as is discussed in
section 3, a novel extension to the 휈MSM paradigm via a
vector boson interaction can provide a new channel for ster-
ile neutrino production. In the presence of these new mech-
anism these lower bounds cease to be robust, so they are not
included in fig. 9. However it is extremely important to note
that while these stringent bounds can potentially be avoided,
a full thermal history of the sterile neutrinos under these
self-interactions is not presented here and a more in-depth
discussion of the subject is needed to provide a categorical
conclusion.
As sterile neutrinos in 휈MSM tend to be produced non
thermally with a non negligible free streaming length in the
early universe, this affects the predictions for structure for-
mation. From current cosmological data it is possible to
constrain these models by performing analysis on observa-
tions related to the primordial power spectrum, such as from
Lyman-훼 forest and substructure observations in the Local
Group. Comprehensive reviews of the constraints for sterile
neutrinos can be found in e.g. [9, 69] Conservative lower
bounds on particle mass can be set using Tremaine-Gunn
bounds on phase space density [70, 9]. This constraint lies
in the range (100 eV). In the case of halo counting and
sub-structure observations it is difficult to establish robust
predictions, but particles with masses ≳ 1 keV are generally
allowed (see for example [69] for a review of these prob-
lems).
In summary, the parameter space for 휈MSMDM is heav-
ily constrained by all the observations here mentioned: X-
ray bounds, production mechanism limits and structure for-
mation, as well as phase space considerations [27, 69]. Here,
we aim to study the effects on these constraints under the
self interacting extension outlined in section 3: a new pro-
duction mechanism can relax lower bounds on the mixing
angle, while allowing for larger sterile neutrino masses (see
[39] for similar results). Besides, the inclusion of general-
ized RAR profiles (see section 2.3), can provide alternative
observation targets for X-ray searches as discussed in sec-
tion 5.
2.2. Commonly used DM halo density profiles
DM density profiles for galaxy halos have been reviewed
by many authors and is still a topic of discussion. As men-
tioned above, since the expected photon flux from DM de-
cays is proportional to the DM distribution inside the halo,
the density profile plays a critical role in DM searches. One
of the most commonly used parametrization is the NFWpro-
file [40, 41]
휌NFW(푟) =
휌s(
푟∕푟s
) (
1 +
(
푟∕푟s
))2 , (8)
where 푟푠 is the scale radius and 휌푠 is the dark matter densityat the scale radius. In this work, we consider the local DM
density 휌local = 휌NFW(푟 = 푟⊙ = 8 kpc) = 0.4GeV∕cm3and 푟푠 = 21 kpc, which are compatible with the preferredparameters for the MW halo reviewed in [71].
In order to study the impact of the density profile choice
in the calculation of the 푆 factor, we consider other alterna-
tive functional forms as the Einasto profile [48],
휌EIN = 휌s exp
{
−2
훼
[(
푟
푟s
)훼
− 1
]}
, (9)
and the Burkert profile [49],
휌BUR(푟) =
휌s(
1 + 푟∕푟s
)훼 (1 + 푟∕푟s)훽 , (10)
In this case, our choice is 푟푠 = 21 kpc, 훼 = 0.17 for theEinasto profile and 푟푠 = 6 kpc, 훼 = 1 and 훽 = 2 for theBurkert profile. We also consider for both parametrization
the same local DM density as described above.
While DM only simulations of the Milky Way favor pro-
files with density slopes similar to NFW at small radius, the
scenario changes with the addition of baryons. Reference
[72], which considered simulated galaxies with baryons that
best fit the Milky Way data showed that the density slope
is steeper for 1.5 – 6 kpc, and shallower below 1.5 kpc com-
pared to NFW. A conservative approach to this data is con-
sidering a density profile identical to NFW, but with constant
density below the 1.5 kpc range. We denote this profile as
coreNFW.
2.3. RAR profile
The recently proposed RAR model [50] is based on a
self-gravitating system of massive fermions at finite temper-
atures within general relativity, and its extension presented
in [51, 52, 38] accounts for the particle escape effect and
galaxy finite-size via a particle energy cutoff in the phase-
space distribution. The solutions of the governing equations
of this theory harbor a variety of different morphologies for
the mass-distribution: for negative to low positive values of
the central degeneracy parameter, 휃0 ≲ 10, the density spa-tial distribution shows a purely dilute isothermal-like pro-
file where no fermion-degeneracy effects arise [73, 50], and
for 휃0 ≳ 10, it appears a more general density profile witha compact quantum core, supported by quantum degener-
acy pressure, surrounded by an extended and diluted halo
[50, 51].
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The RAR profile with a dense and compact quantum
core has been shown to be of particular astrophysical interest
since, besides explaining theMWouter halo rotation curves,
it can also explain the dynamics of the innermost S-cluster
stars around SgrA*, working as an alternative scenario to
the central supermassive BH (see [51] for details). From
a structure formation point of view, these core - halo con-
figurations can be shown to be reachable on cosmological
timescales, being thermodynamically stable solutions that
fulfill a maximization entropy principle at the end-state of
its coarse-grained collisionless evolution [61]. The main un-
derlying physical mechanism behind such amaximization, is
the violent relaxation process, able to relax collisionless self-
gravitating systems (either made of stars [74], or elemen-
tary fermions [75]), within dynamical timescales 푡퐷 muchshorter than the traditional collisional timescales, as demon-
strated in [59], complementing the original work of Lynden-
Bell [76].
The RAR profiles have distinct features that differenti-
ate them from the phenomenological ones described in 2.2.
First of all, being based on a Fermi-Dirac phase-space dis-
tribution, they have an explicit dependence on the fermion
mass4. Even if the main effects of such new physics are
more pronounced through the inner part of the DM halo,
they also imply specific consequences for the outer regions.
The relevant point here is that the equation of state (Eqs. 29
and 30) intrinsically covers different physical regimes of a
fermion gas, from classic Boltzmannian to quantum degen-
eracy. It is well-known that a fermion gas can transit in a
continuous way in these regimes depending solely on the
specific values of the fermion chemical potential and tem-
perature. Since self-gravity and equilibrium require that the
thermodynamical quantities change as a function of the grav-
itational potential, a specific link between the center and the
outer parts of the system is created. This linkage allows
the different fermion regimes to show up at different spa-
tial scales, producing density profiles (see [51, 52] and fig. 1
and fig. 2 within the SIDM case analyzed here) with the fol-
lowing characteristic features (see [51] for further details):
1. an inner core with radius 푟푐 (typically at mpc scalesor below, for 푚 ∼ 10 − 100 keV particles) of almost
constant density governed by quantum degeneracy;
2. an intermediate region with a sharply decreasing den-
sity distribution followed by an extended plateau,
where quantum corrections are still important;
3. a King-like density tail governed by thermal pressure,
showing a behavior 휌 ∝ 푟−푛 with 푛 > 2 due to the
cutoff energy constraint.
It is worth mentioning that the plateau + halo tail
behaviour following the quantum core, can vary from
isothermal-like (when 휖푐 →∞) to polytropic-like (for finitecutoff energy constraints 휖푐). For instance, see the 휌 ∼ 푟−4
4For indirect DM detection purposes, the particle mass is a parameter
which only appears in the decay rate factor for previous profiles, thus mak-
ing the 푆DM factor not completely independent of the decay rate particlemodel within the RAR model.
behaviour at the RAR halo scale-length 푟ℎ, shown in Fig.6 in [52], in the application of the RAR model to different
galaxy types, including the MW5. More generally, as shown
in [52], the halo tail predicted by the RAR profile can be
very similar to one of phenomenological profiles such as the
Burkert or the cored-Hernquist ones, but it differs from the
broken power-law of the NFW profiles.
Since we are working under “cold enough” fermion
masses in the 10–100 keV range (in agreement with large
scale structure), it seems natural to ask why both RAR &
NFW profiles do not coincide on typical inner-halo scales6.
However, this is not a well-posed comparison, since both ap-
proaches are not on equal footing regarding the underlying
physics. The RAR profiles are built upon Fermi-Dirac-like
phase-space distribution , while NFW profiles are obtained
from an a posteriori fitting procedure of the DM mass-shell
distribution, from outside-to-inside, of classical CDM sim-
ulations results with limited spatial-resolution, and under
certain virialization prescriptions. For the NFW profiles,
there is no knowledge as yet of the underlying physics (e.g.
the precise equation of state) supporting/stabilizing the very
central regions of the halo (see e.g. [80]).
In the RAR case, the fermion mass constraints (푚 ∼
10 − 100 keV) obtained only from rotation curve observ-
ables, naturally find sterile neutrino (primordial) candi-
dates [7, 81], in agreement with other recent cosmological
constraints such Ly-훼 forest [82, 83], CMB observations and
small scale structure (see [9] for a review), among others.
However, the fact that the RAR core compactness is sensi-
tive to the particle mass (e.g. the larger the mass the smaller
the core size for given푀푐), only for 48 – 345 keV, the core-halo RAR solutions can fit theMilkyWay rotation curve data
with the central DM core being compact enough to work as
an alternative to the BH scenario in SgrA* [51]. Instead for
lower particle masses (e.g. between ∼ 10 and 48 keV) the
core-halo RAR solutions can fit as well the rotation curve but
the central core does not provide the BH alternative [51].
Further calculations about exquisite orbit fitting of S2 star
and the G2 cloud within the RAR model for ∼ 50 keV mass
(from GRAVITY collaboration data), together with a dis-
cussion about the radiative counterparts around SgrA* are
given in [84].
Concluding this section, and for the particle mass range
of interest (48 – 345 keV), we will adopt in next the logic of
point (A) given in section 1. This alternative is detailed in
section 3, where it is shown how the AMRR (RAR+SIDM-
right-handed neutrino) model with DM particle masses ∼
5Overall power-law behaviours like this have been shown to be typi-
cal of halo tails arising within numerical simulations aimed to test violent
relaxation physics [77]. While overall halo tails behaving as 휌 ∼ 푟−3 (typ-
ical of cosmological simulations), are expected to arise due to incomplete
violent-relaxation and evaporation effects (see a discussion in [78]).
6Another contrasting example to the classical CDM simulations, be-
sides the fermionic RAR case, are the modern numerical CDM simulations
accounting for the quantum wave behaviour of the DM components [79]
(i.e. solving Schrödinger-Poisson equations). The corresponding density
profiles show a solitonic core - extended halo behaviour which differs as
well with respect to the NFW broken power-law trend.
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50 keV can be in agreement with all the MW rotation curve
data together with bullet cluster constraints.
3. Parameter space relaxation & dark sector
interactions
The 휈MSM model [69, 9] identifies right-handed sterile
neutrinos with keVmasses as DM particle candidates. From
production mechanisms, Ly-훼 and X-ray bounds [27], tight
constraints can be obtained on the mass of the lightest sterile
neutrino under pure 휈MSM assumptions, leaving an allowed
range such as in eq. (2).
The constraints may be relaxed if (minimal) generaliza-
tions of the model are considered, assuming self-interactions
among the particles, induced, for instance, by the exchange
of massive vector particles in a dark sector of the model.
Such an extension was first proposed in [38] (and ex-
tended here for the more realistic RAR model accounting
for escape-of-particles effects [51]) in an attempt to ex-
plain the observed rotation curves (from center to periph-
ery), as well as alleviate discrepancies between observa-
tions at galactic (small cosmological) scales and predictions
based on numerical simulations based on the ΛCDM model
(“small-scale Cosmology crisis”) [85]. Interactions with
pseudoscalars (axion-like excitations) in either visible [86]
or dark [87, 88] sectors of the pertinent theory have also
been considered. In particular, in [86], Yukawa type inter-
actions of right-handed neutrinos with axion pseudoscalars
have been proposed as a novel mechanism for generating a
Majorana mass for the right handed neutrinos beyond see-
saw [89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94], and in this sense they can also be
included in the model of [38] in addition to the vector inter-
actions, thus significantly affecting the pertinent constraints.
The presence of such extra ingredients, entail also the
important hint that dark matter may consist not only of a
dominant component, but of several species, playing a dif-
ferent rôle at various scales. This relaxes significantly con-
straints on mixing parameters between the DM candidates
and Standard Model matter arising from the requirement of
avoiding overclosure of the Universe. It is the purpose of
this section to discuss briefly several such scenarios and how
they modify/relax the constraints pertaining to the 휈MSM
model.
3.1. Vector Interactions among sterile neutrinos:
update on the RAR+SIDM
We commence our discussion by considering the self-
interactingDMmodel of [38]. Here, wewill review the basic
ingredients of the model, and subsequently extend it for a
more general distribution function accounting for the escape
of particles. The relevant Lagrangian is given by:
 = 퐺푅 + 푁푅 1 + 푉 + 퐼 (11)
where
퐺푅 = − 푅16휋퐺 ,
푁푅 1 = 푖푁푅 1훾휇 ∇휇푁푅 1 − 12푚푁푐푅 1푁푅 1,
푉 = −14푉휇휈푉 휇휈 + 12푚2푉 푉휇푉 휇,
퐼 = −푔푉 푉휇퐽휇푉 = −푔푉 푉휇푁푅 1훾휇푁푅 1 , (12)
with 푅 the Ricci scalar for the metric background, which,
for the purposes of [38] which was the study of galactic
profiles, it was assumed static and spherically symmetric:
푔휇휈 = diag(푒휈 ,−푒휆,−푟2,−푟2 sin2 휑); with 푒휈 and 푒휆 func-tions only of the radial coordinate 푟, and 휑 denotes the polar
angle. The quantity ∇휇 = 휕휇 − 푖8 휔푎푏휇 [훾푎, 훾푏] is the grav-itational covariant derivative acting on a spinor, with 휔푎푏휇the spin connection; 푚 is the Majorana mass of the ster-
ile neutrino, whose microscopic origin was left unspecified
in [38]. The right-handed sterile neutrinos are denoted by
푁푅 1 and the superscript 푐 over a spinor field denotes thecharge conjugate, satisfying the Majorana four-spinor con-
dition,  푐 =  (see [38] for further model details and
properties).
For simplicity we assume minimal-coupling of the vec-
tor field with the sterile neutrino current 퐽휇푉 in the interactionterm 퐼 (12). This current is conserved if decays of sterileneutrinos are ignored, as done in [38].
From eq. (11), we obtain, respectively, the Einstein,
Proca, and Majorana equations:
퐺휇휈 + 8휋퐺푇휇휈 = 0, (13)
∇휇푉 휇휈 + 푚2푉 푉
휈 − 푔푉 퐽 휈푉 = 0, (14)
푁푅1푖훾
휇 ⃖⃖ ⃖⃖⃖퐷휇 +
1
2
푚푁푐푅1 = 0, (15)
where 퐺휇휈 is the Einstein tensor and 푇휇휈 is the total energymomentum tensor. In the presence of the vector bosonmedi-
ator, this tensor has two components: 푇 휇휈푁푅1 and 푇 휇휈푉 , each ofwhich, in the perfect fluid assumption, is described by (with
휌 and 푃 the energy-density and the pressure):
푇 휇휈 = (휌 + 푃 )푢휇푢휈 − 푃푔휇휈 , (16)
Following [38], we work here under the relativistic mean
field (RMF) approximation, which describes the system as
corresponding to a static uniform matter distribution in its
ground state. So, the vector boson field, as well as the
source currents, are replaced by their mean values in this
state, which, on account of space translational invariance,
are independent of the spatial coordinates ⃖⃗푥. This and the re-
quirement of rotational invariance imply that no spatial cur-
rent exists, and only the temporal component of the current
is non zero: ⟨퐽 0푉 ⟩ = ⟨푁푅1훾0푁푅1⟩ = ⟨푁†푅1푁푅1⟩. These
expressions within brackets denote the finite number density
of right-handed neutrino matter times the temporal compo-
nent of the pertinent (average) velocity. From eq. (14) we
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obtain directly the mean-field vector boson (notice that eqn.
eq. (15) is identically 0 in the RMF approximation)
푉0 =
푔푉
푚2푉
퐽푉0 (17)
where 퐽 0푉 = 푛푢0 = 푛푒
휈
2 and 푢0 is the time-component ofthe average future directed four velocity vector. From the
last equation, recalling that we are working with a system
comprising of a very large number 푁 of fermions in ther-
modynamic equilibrium conditions at finite temperature, we
can assume, for the fermion number density:
푛 = 푒−휈(푟)∕2
⟨
푁푅1훾
0푁푅1
⟩
= 푔
(2휋)3 ∫
휖푐
0
푓푐(푝)푑3푝 (18)
In the last equality the integration is carried out over the mo-
mentum space up the cutoff energy 휖푐 .Here, we deviate from [38] and introduce a more real-
istic model for 푓푐(푝) the Fermi-Dirac distribution functionwith a particle-energy cutoff in the numerator above which
particles escape from the system7, reading
푓푐(휖 ≤ 휖푐) = 1 − 푒(휖−휖푐 )∕푘푇푒(휖−휇)∕푘푇 + 1 , 푓푐(휖 > 휖푐) = 0. (19)
Here, 휖 = √푝2 + 푚2 − 푚 is the particle kinetic energy, 휇
is the chemical potential with the particle rest-energy sub-
tracted off, 푇 is the temperature, 푘 is the Boltzmann con-
stant, and m is the fermion mass, while 푔 = 2푠 + 1 is the
spin multiplicity of the quantum states taking to 1 for the
singlet right handed majorana component푁푅1 (viewed as aspin +1∕2 fermion with one helicity state).
This ansatz for the (coarse-grained) fermion distribu-
tion function, generalizes the original self-interacting DM
analysis done in [38] with the standard Fermi Dirac one.
The importance of such a generalization lies in the fact that
푓푐(푝) naturally provides DM halos bounded in radius (al-lowing for a redistribution of fermions with respect to the
standard Fermi-Dirac case) which was shown (in the non-
interacting case) to provide excellent fits with the galactic
halos while being able to provide an alternative to the central
BHs [51, 52, 96]. The aim of the phenomenological analysis
described below, is, to repeat such a study in the case where
DM vector boson interactions are included, and obtain the
allowed range of values of the interaction coupling that fit
the observational data.
In the following, we include the thermodynamic equi-
librium conditions for the system of semi-degenerate self-
interacting fermions in general relativity, i.e. the Tolman
and Klein conditions in the presence of an external (vector
boson 푉0) field, which read (see [38] for further details)
푒휈(푟)∕2푇 = constant, (20)
7Such (quantum) phase-space funtion can be obtained as a quasi-
stationary solution from a generalized Fokker-Planck equation for fermions
including the physics of violent (collisionless) relaxation and evaporation,
appropriate for non-linear structure formation [95].
푒휈(푟)∕2(휇 + 푚 + 퐶푉 푛) = constant, (21)
where we have defined 퐶푉 = 푔2푉 ∕푚2푉 , and used eq. (17) toderive eq. (21). It is clear that for퐶푉 = 0, the standard Kleincondition is recovered.
Finally, the energy conservation of the particles along a
geodesic, in presence of our external 푉0 field, yields
푒휈(푟)∕2(휀 + 푚 + 퐶푉 푛) = constant. (22)
Thus, the full system equations for our self-interacting
DM problem consist in the Einstein equations eq. (13) to-
gether with the above conditions eq. (20), eq. (21) and
eq. (22), given here in the following dimensionless manner
푑푀̂DM
푑푟̂
= 4휋푟̂2휌̂, (23)
푑휃
푑푟̂
= − 1
2훽
푑휈
푑푟̂
1 + 퐶푉 푚
2
4휋3
[
푛̂ − 훽 푑푛̂푑훽 − 휃
푑푛̂
푑휃 −푊
푑푛̂
푑푊
]
1 + 퐶푉 푚
2
4휋3
1
훽
[
푑푛̂
푑휃 +
푑푛̂
푑푊
] ,
(24)
푑휈
푑푟̂
= 2
푟̂2
[
푀̂DM + 4휋푃̂ 푟̂3
] [
1 − 2푀̂DM∕푟̂
]−1 ,
(25)
훽(푟̂) = 훽0e[휈0−휈(푟̂)]∕2, (26)
푊 (푟̂) = 푊0 + 휃(푟̂) − 휃0 . (27)
In the limit 푊 → ∞ (i.e. 휖푐 → ∞) and 퐶푉 = 0 this sys-tem reduces to the equations considered in the original RAR
model [50], while only taking 퐶푉 = 0 the system leads tothe more realistic version of the RAR model presented in
[51]. We have introduced the same dimensionless quanti-
ties as in the original RAR model formulation: 푟̂ = 푟∕휒 ,
푛̂ = 퐺푚푛휒2, 푀̂DM = 퐺푀DM∕휒 , 휌̂ = 퐺휒2휌, 푃̂ = 퐺휒2푃 ,
where 휒 = 2휋3∕2(ℏ∕푚)(푚푝∕푚) and 푚푝 =
√
1∕퐺 the Planck
mass. We have also introduced the temperature, the degen-
eracy and the cutoff parameter: 훽 = 푘푇 ∕푚, 휃 = 휇∕(푘푇 ),
and 푊 = 휖푐∕(푘푇 ). We note that the constants of the Tol-man and Klein conditions are evaluated at the center 푟 = 0,
indicated with a subscript ‘0’.
In the presence of self-interactions, the total energy-
density 휌 and pressure 푃 in eqs. (23) to (27) are given by
the sum of the contributions of the energy-density and pres-
sure of the fermions (in the RMF approximation) and of the
vector boson mediator:
휌 = 휌퐶 + 휌푉 , 푃 = 푃퐶 + 푃푉 (28)
where the first component of the first equation is calculated
as 휌퐶 =
⟨
푇 00
⟩
푁푅1
while 푃퐶 =
⟨
푇 11
⟩
푁푅1
. So, the total
energy-density and pressure in presence of self-interaction
are:
휌 = 푚 1
(2휋)3 ∫
휀푐
0
푓 (푝)(1 + 휖∕푚) 푑3푝 + 12퐶푉 푛
2 (29)
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Figure 1: (Color online) Theoretical density profiles of the
RAR+SIDM model including escape of particles and self-
interactions. Shown are the solutions for four different coupling
constant values, including the case without self-interaction
(퐶̄푉 = 0, black dashed). Here the DM halo becomes more
extended and diluted for higher 퐶̄푉 due to the additional pres-
sure term from self-interactions.
푃 = 2
3
1
(2휋)3 ∫
휀푐
0
푓 (푝)(1+휖∕푚)−1(1+휖∕(2푚))휖 푑3푝+ 12퐶푉 푛
2
(30)
where 휌푉 = 푃푉 = 1∕2푒−휈푚2푉 푉 20 = 1∕2퐶푉 푛2 is the contri-bution from the vector boson field.
3.2. Galactic phenomenology within the
RAR+SIDM model
The system of equations eqs. (23) to (27) form a system
of coupled integro-differential equations, which must be in-
tegrated numerically for the following (regular) initial con-
ditions at the center 푟 = 0: 푀DM(0) = 0, 휃(0) = 휃0, 휈(0) =
0, 훽(0) = 훽0, 푊 (0) = 푊0, for different DM particle mass
푚, and for appropriate coupling constants 퐶푉 , such that the
푀DM(푟) profile is in agreement with the observational con-strains of DM halo rotation curve of the galaxy. For the
latter we use the (general relativistic) formula for the circu-
lar velocity corresponding with a test-particle moving in the
space-time metric here considered8 (with 휈(푟) the 푔00 metricfunction):
푣(푟) =
√
푑휈(푟)
2 푑 ln (푟)
. (31)
We now give the numerical results for the DM den-
sity and rotation curve profiles, with the corresponding
RAR+SIDM/AMRR parameter constraints) for the case
of the Milky Way. In complete analogy with the phe-
nomenological analysis done in [51], we adopt the following
8This formula can be well approximated by 퐺푀(푟)∕(푟 − 2퐺푀(푟)) as
done in [50], implying an error of less than 1% for the quantum core com-
pactness there considered.
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Figure 2: (Color online) Theoretical circular velocities of
the RAR+SIDM model including escape of particles and self-
interactions. Shown are the DM profiles for four different
coupling constant values, including the case without self-
interaction (퐶̄푉 = 0, black dashed). They are compared with
data for the observed total rotation curve from [97] (error
bars). The theoretical total rotation curve (solid red), shows
the excellent fit to the data for the RAR+SIDM composed by
the DM with 퐶̄푉 = 7 × 108 (solid blue) and baryonic (green
dashed) components (similarly to [51]). Here the DM halo
becomes more extended and less dominant for higher 퐶̄푉 due
to additional pressure from self-interactions.
three boundary conditions to be fulfilled for DM halo mass
푀DM(푟), as inferred from the observations at two differentradial locations in the Galaxy: a DM halo mass 푀DM(푟 =
40 kpc) = 2 × 1011M⊙, consistent with the dynamics of theouter DM halo [98], and푀DM(푟 = 12 kpc) = 5 × 1010M⊙,as constrained in [97]. Simultaneously, we require a quan-
tum core of mass 푀DM(푟 = 푟푐) ≡ 푀푐 = 4.2 × 106M⊙enclosed within a radius 푟푐 = 푟푝(푆2) = 6 × 10−4 pc, the S2star pericenter [99]. This implies three boundary conditions
for the three free RAR model central parameters, once the
particle mass and the interaction constant are specified.
In fig. 1 and fig. 2 we show the density distribution 휌(푟)
and the circular velocity 푣(푟) respectively. This is done for
the relevant case of an ino mass of 푚푐2 = 48 keV, for differ-
ent values of 퐶̄푉 ≡ 퐶푉퐺−1F with the fixed set of free-RARparameters 휃0 = 37.1, 훽0 = 10−5 and푊0 = 65.2, the latterfulfilling with the observable DM halo boundary conditions
written above as demonstrated in [51] for the non-interacting
case 퐶̄푉 = 0 (in black-dashed here). Interestingly, we showhere that there is a wide window of interacting constants,
up to 퐶̄푉 ∼ 1012 where no appreciable effects in the rotationcurve appears (i.e. the contribution of the vector boson pres-
sure to the total one is below 1%). We show explicitly in the
plots the astrophysical value of 퐶̄푉 ∼ 108 in agreement withbullet cluster constraints as explained below (see eq. (34)).
We further show that already for 퐶̄푉 ∼ 1013 the additivevector boson contribution to the pressure starts to push for-
ward the halo in an appreciable manner to the point to start
spoiling the rotation curve fit (see continuous yellow line in
fig. 2). This completes (i.e. suffices within the scope of this
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paper) our phenomenological analysis on demonstrating the
effects of the AMRR model on the DM halo of the Milky
Way.
Galactic phenomenology accounting for self-
interactions (see [38] and the more realistic RAR+SIDM
extension developed here in the above subsection), im-
plies modified Ruffini-ArgÃĳelles-Rueda (RAR) profiles
(see [50, 51, 100, 101] for standard ones), with compact
core-diluted halo profiles, including for sufficiently dense
cores in order to provide an alternative to the (SgrA*)
massive BH in agreement with overall rotation curve
observations (for 퐶̄푉 ≲ 1012). Such an agreement, shownin fig. 2 as an example, can be acquired for a family of RAR
solutions with a corresponding minimum mass of the right
handed neutrino about 48 keV (with its maximum allowed
mass of about 345 keV, to avoid gravitational collapse)
analogously as done in [51]. Importantly, all these results
have been obtained assuming a negligible mixing of the
sterile neutrino with the SM sector.
In addition, if one insists that the vector-field-induced
self-interactions in the sterile neutrino sector provide solu-
tions to the small-scale cosmology crisis [62], then a strong
cross section relative to that of the conventional weak inter-
actions in the SM sector, is required [38]. Indeed, to resolve
such tensions between predictions of ΛCDM-based numer-
ical simulations and observations, the self-interacting DM
(SIDM) cross section has to be in the range [102]
0.1 ≤ 휎SIDM∕푚
cm2 푔−1
≤ 0.47 , (32)
according to recent measurements employing novel observ-
ables of colliding galaxies (including the bullet cluster con-
straints). The vector interactions (12) in our case, lead to a
cross section
휎totcore ≈
(푔푉 ∕푚푉 )4
43휋
29푚2 (푝2∕푚2 ≪ 1) . (33)
which, on account of eq. (32), imply for the strength of the
vector interaction of the sterile neutrino sector relative to the
Fermi coupling 퐺F of the SM weak interactions [38]
퐶푉 ≡
(
푔푉
푚푉
)2
퐺−1F ∈ (2.6 × 10
8, 7 × 108), (34)
for ino masses in the range푚 = 48 – 345 keV, implying that
the mass of the massive-vector boson would be constrained
to values 푚푉 ≲ 3 × 104 keV, in order to satisfy 푔푉 ≲ 1 asrequested by the self-consistency of the perturbation scheme
we have applied to compute the cross section by eq. (33).
Such vector boson interaction ansatz (in the parameter
range shown in eq. (34) consistent with bullet cluster con-
strains), do not have significant contribution to the shapes of
the RAR+SIDM profiles as explicited in fig. 1–fig. 2. How-
ever, as discussed in the following section these kinds of
models may significantly alter the production and freeze-
out (in) scenarios that result in the observed dark matter
abundance. If one considered the extension to the 휈MSM
model via the inclusion of these interactions, the produc-
tion bounds can be significantly altered. Indeed in fig. 9 we
have performed an indirect detection analysis for the AMRR-
휈MSM self-interacting extension model (or RAR+SIDM)
with 푚 ≥ 48 keV. This results, allow us to consider a plausi-
ble scenario in which these interactions may relax the lower
bounds on the active-dark sector coupling 휃 of the sterile
neutrinos.
3.3. Production mechanisms and 휈MSM
parameter-space relaxation
The presence of the vector-sterile-neutrino interaction
term 퐼 plays an important role in the relaxation of the con-straints of [27], since it implies an additional production
channel for the DM sterile neutrino 푁푅 1 through the de-cays of the massive vector field 푉휇 in the early universe. So,sufficient production of DM may be guaranteed even if one
ignores any coupling of sterile neutrinos with the SM sector,
by assuming negligible Yukawa couplings 퐹훼 1 (see eq. (4)).By providing an additional channel of sterile neutrino pro-
duction by means of a vector boson decay (see Appendix B)
which guarantees the right DM abundance, lower bounds on
on the SMmixing angle 휃 can be relaxed (see [39] for similar
results).
Indeed, as discussed in Appendix B, the rate of decay
(width Γ1) of the vector Boson into a pair of identical Ma-jorana particles (whose mass ≃ (50) keV is viewed as
negligible when compared to that of the boson 푉휇, 푚푉 ≃
1 × 104 keV, according to the phenomenological analysis of
[38] in order to reproduce the observed galactic structure) is
given approximately at tree level by
Γ1 ≃
푔2푉
48휋
푚푉 . (35)
Quantum corrections may affect this result, but will not be
the focus of our brief discussion in this work. In models with
more than one generation of right handed neutrinos coupled
to the vector field there are extra contributions to the to-
tal width, which amount to a multiplication of the result in
eq. (35) by the number of right-handed neutrino flavours푁푓(usually푁푓 = 3, like in the case of 휈MSM [35]).The freeze-out temperature of the reaction is estimated
by equating Γ1 in eq. (35) with the Hubble parameter 퐻 ofthe Universe, Γ1 = 퐻 . Assuming standard cosmology, inwhich there is radiation dominance in the Early Universe,
the Hubble parameter is expressed in terms the temperature
푇 as [103]
퐻 = 1.66 푇 2 1∕2푀−1Pl , (36)
where  is the effective number of degrees of freedom
of all elementary particles and 푀Pl is the reduced Planckmass. For a minimal extension of the SM, with only right-
handed neutrinos and the background 퐵0, we may estimate = (100) at temperatures higher then the electroweak
transition. Equating eq. (35) with eq. (36) we obtain for the
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pertinent freeze-out temperature, 푇퐷,
푇퐷 ≃ 6.3 ⋅ 10−2
|푔푉 | 1∕4√푚푉 푀Pl (37)
As discussed above, the requirement of alleviating the small-
scale cosmology crisis via these vector-sterile-neutrino in-
teractions requires [38]푚푉 ≃ 1 × 104 keV, with 푔푉 = (1);we then obtain from eq. (37) that 푇퐷 = (108) GeV, whichyields the ball park of temperatures in which the sterile neu-
trino DM abundance is created in our interacting DMmodel.
The calculation of the sterile-neutrino thermal abun-
dance at the freeze-out can be done as usual by the solu-
tion of the pertinent system of Boltzmann equations, or bet-
ter out of equilibrium thermal field theory techniques (e.g.
Kadanoff-Baym equations). In general, one may end up with
overproduction of sterile neutrino dark matter that would
lead to overclosure of the Universe, unless the would-be
freeze-out temperature of the vector bosons lies above the
reheating (or even preheating) temperature of the Universe.
The latter is not known but it might be constrained by some
CMB observations, with a lower limit lying in the range
∼ 20 – 900 TeV [104, 105]. We observe that in our sim-
plified model the freeze-out temperature in eq. (37) is much
higher than such lower limits of reheating temperature, and
hence overproduction of warm sterile neutrino DM, through
the decays of the vector boson, might be achieved. Other
ways of avoiding overproduction of DM is via the dilution
of the relic right-handed neutrino density by release of en-
tropy through. e.g. decays of the heavier right-handed neu-
trinos (in models with more than one generation of sterile
neutrinos) after their freezeout [106].
Regarding the primordial abundance of the vector boson
itself, we will assume it is sufficiently large to guarantee the
proper DM abundance. This assumption is, at this stage, to
be checked in the future as it depends on the microscopi-
cal model that underlies our phenomenological assumption:
under our model (11) the vector boson only couples to right
handed neutrinos and is a dark sector mode.
The addition to eq. (11) of a Yukawa Higgs-portal term
as explicited above in eq. (4), changes the situation drasti-
cally. Indeed, as we already discussed, upon considering
such a coupling, one obtains the stringent X-ray constraints
of themixing angle andmass of푁푅 1 depicted in fig. 9, giventhat eq. (4) implies decays of the heavy neutrinos푁퐼 → 휈퐻 ,where 퐻 denotes the Higgs excitation field, defined via:
휙 = ⟨휙⟩ + 퐻 . In such a case 퐽휇푉 is not a conserved quan-tity. However, in the context of 휈MSM, the lightest of the
heavy neutrinos decay time is longer than the age of the uni-
verse [35], hence the latter can be considered as stable for
all practical purposes, thus playing the role of a DM compo-
nent.
The thermal history of the Universe in the combined
model where both the interaction term (12) and the mix-
ing (4) is more complicated and we shall not present it
here. However, the Dirac Yukawa coupling of the mixing
term given by eq. (4) for a keV sterile neutrino, of interest
here, is sufficiently weak (as required by the seesaw scenar-
ios [89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94] of generating a light active neu-
trino mass in the SM sector) so it cannot bring the sterile
neutrinos into thermal equilibrium above electroweak-scale
temperatures. So, in the presence of our vector interactions
with a freeze-out of order 108 GeV as given in (37), the Dirac
Yukawa coupling will not play a dominant role in the sterile
neutrino abundance. However, there exists the possibility of
self interactions significantly contributing to this abundance
when considering non thermal productionmechanisms, such
as Dodelson-Widrow non resonant production due to mix-
ing with active neutrinos in the presence of a self interaction
potential. This results open the possibility of matching the
correct abundances for a wide range of parameters [39].
In summary, such a decay of a heavy vector Boson can
provide another production channel for the sterile neutrinos
and account for the observed DM abundance without the
Dirac Yukawa coupling falling under the underproduction
limits discussed in section 2.1. While these interactions can,
however, lead to overproduction of sterile neutrinos we have
calculated the production temperature (푇퐷 = (108) GeV).This temperature lies well above reheating and overclosure
can be avoided through several means as outlined in this sec-
tion. Other production mechanisms are also affected by the
presence of self interactions, which can also lead to the cor-
rect abundance for DM [39].
4. Signal analysis
So far we have introduced all the ingredients in order
to perform the analytical calculation of the DM decay flux.
By comparing the expected flux defined in (7) with the ob-
served one (i.e. such that 퐹 obsmax ≥ 퐹 , see section 5 below) itis possible to place upper limits on the sterile neutrino mix-
ing angles as a function of particle mass. In this way, an as-
trophysical region must be selected, task which is presented
in this section from NuSTAR observations [63]. The more
stringent limits to the 휃 parameter will come from regions
with a low upper limit on observed flux (i.e. few observed
photons) and a high 푆 factor, or a high expected theoretical
flux (i.e. high expected photons), as evidenced in eq. (7). A
suitable selection for the observation region must then fulfill
both conditions.
4.1. Galactic Center
The main conclusions of this work arise when consid-
ering the observations (photon flux) coming from the inner-
most parsecs of the Galaxy. This observation is centered
around G369.95-0.04, which is a Pulsar Wind Nebula can-
didate located at about less than 9 arcsec away from SgrA*,
which we identify as the geometrical center of all DM den-
sity profiles here adopted. The observation spans a circu-
lar region of 40 arcsec around the centroid of G369.95-0.04.
The observational data with corresponding spectra has been
obtained by the NuSTAR instrument, as presented in [63].
The spectral analysis of this region shows a rich variety
of X-ray sources in the 2 – 50 keV band, according to [63].
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Such features include SgrA*, G359.95-0.04, SgrA East, stel-
lar winds, element lines and the CHXE,9 among others.
This is an observation area filled with X-ray sources, and
is expected to have a high observed photon flux. According
to the criterion that we have mentioned above for good ob-
servation regions (low photon flux and high 푆DM), the innerparsecs of the MilkyWay would be (for commonly used DM
profiles) a non optimal region for this analysis. However, for
the profiles we have analyzed in this work this is indeed not
the case. Some DM profiles show a significant density in-
crease at the inner parsecs of the galaxy, which leads to a
boost in 푆DM factor for those regions. RAR+SIDM profilesanalysed here are the best example, as the inner density spike
accounts for most of the 푆DM factor contributions, severalorders of magnitude above other profiles for the same central
area (as seen in following sections). Such high 푆DM factorscan be enough to overcome the high observed photon flux
on these regions and provide tight bounds for these types of
profiles.
Line Flux Upper Limit
In order to successfully obtain limits on the sterile neu-
trino DM parameter space from observations, it is necessary
to determine a maximumX-ray flux that could have possibly
been originated from DM decay.
Null-detection hypothesis has been tested by [27] for the
GC region within 102 pc from SgrA*.10 As this condition
is independent from DM halo modeling and relative instru-
mental errors are unchanged, we assume the hypothesis to
hold for the central few pc region as well. Moreover, this
hypothesis is justified given the fact that a best fit to the to-
tal observed Flux including only astrophysical sources has
been obtained [63], using the same instrument andwithin ex-
pected error bounds. A detailed analysis based on the mod-
eling of all the known sources within the central pc, leading
(or not) to the explicit null-detection conclusion is out of the
scope of this paper.
Currently, observed X-ray spectra for the diffuse emis-
sion of the GC show features which can all be accounted for
by the emission of astrophysical sources. Thus, unidentified
decays in this band can only fall within the statistical un-
certainies for the current measured spectra. We will outline
here a method for estimating a maximal X-ray flux given by
a hypothetical dark decay channel as it was done in [108] for
a featureless region of the sky, and discuss its applicability
here in section 4.3.
Sterile neutrino decay modes can be approximated as
monochromatic within the energy definition of current in-
strument, so the expected shape of a DM decay line in an
observed spectrum would be a Gaussian peak with its width
determined by the energy resolution of the instrument it-
self. The actual amplitude of the peak should be the max-
9 Central Hard X-ray Emission. According to the detailed spectral
study of two nearby intermediate polars and the CHXE by [107], the CHXE
emission is likely an unresolved population of massive magnetic cata-
clysmic variables (CVs).
10 Namely, using the 0-bounce photon analysis for the GC data as also
considered in this paper for comparison purposes.
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Figure 3: An example of a line flux upper limit analysis for
energy 20 keV. We have used the 40 arcsec circular GC region
diffuse emission spectra from [63]. The black dots show an
example data set, solid lines the power law (PL) and maxi-
mal Gaussian peak fits (red and blue respectively) with 95%
confidence bounds for the PL fit on dashed lines.
imal value allowed by the fit to the astrophysical sources,
without ”spoiling” the goodness-of-fit analysis (under a cer-
tain criterion). Roughly speaking, this maximal height can
be estimated using the observational errors: A decay peak
with maximal height should not exceed the local errors of
the measurement.
For sufficiently smooth spectra, the local errors can be
calculated using a power law fit for a reduced spectrum
around a given energy. The local error in the observation is
then obtained from the 95% confidence interval evaluated at
the energy bin. Thus, an estimate for a maximal decay peak
is obtained: its width determined by the energy uncertain-
ties of the instrument, and its height by the 95% confidence
intervals of a local power law fit.11 An illustrative example
of a peak centered around an arbitrary energy can be found
in fig. 3.
Such analysis has been performed for the diffuse X-ray
emission spectra observed by the NuSTAR and XMM hard
X-ray surveys [63]. Making use of the spectra coming from
a 40 arcsec region around the GC, we performed this analy-
sis for a set of energies in the range 2 – 30 keV (due to sparse
data in the 30 – 50 keV range) and plotted in fig. 4 the line
flux upper limit, calculated as the integrated flux of the max-
imal decay peak defined above.
The line flux upper limit suffers an enhancement around
6.5 keV, due to the power law approximation of the spectra
failing around neutral Fe emission lines [109, 110]. 12 While
this enhancement follows from the spectra not being locally
well fitted by a power law due to astrophysical sources, it is
11Local power law fits were defined in a ±2 keV interval in order to
reconstruct approximately the results in [27] for 0-bounce photons: wider
intervals overestimate flux around spectral lines.
12An ongoing discussion as to whether these lines correspond to DM
decays or not is currently in progress, see for example [111].
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Figure 4: Line flux upper limit for the XMM-NuSTAR obser-
vation, for 2 – 30 keV range X-ray particle decay. We used the
40 arcsec circular GC region diffuse emission spectra from [63].
Profile Type 푆DM
[
M⊙pc−2
]
RAR+SIDM 7.7904 × 10−2
NFW 3.6233 × 10−4
Einasto 3.2055 × 10−4
Burkert 6.9625 × 10−5
Table 1
푆DM factor values for different profiles types with an integra-
tion region of 6 arcmin circular area around the GC. The pa-
rameters used for NFW, EIN, BUR profiles are specified in the
section 2.2. In the case of RAR+SIDM profile we consider
푚푐2 = 17 keV (and 퐶푉 = 0) with the parameters adopted for
the Milky Way halo as in Ref. [51].
also reflected in a degeneracy between these sources and the
DM line in other constraining methods.
푆DM estimateFrom eqs. (6) and (7), the 푆DM factor is obtained inte-grating over both the direction forming an angle 휃 with re-
spect to the GC and along the line of sight,
푆DM = ∫
∞
0 ∫Ωl.o.s. 휌(푟(푥, 휃)) d푥 dΩ , (38)
where 푟(푥, 휃) =
√
푟2⊙ + 푥2 − 2푟⊙푥 cos(휃). We developed a
systematic process in order to calculate the 푆DM factor foreach density profile considered in this work. Integration for
central-cored profiles requires additional care since numer-
ical processes yield inaccurate results for Dirac delta-like
functions. The details about the calculation are discussed
in section A.
Our results of the 푆DM factor for the four different pro-files are shown in table 1. We define the GC region as a
40 arcsec circular area around the direction of the GC. In-
tegration is performed on the full range of the 푥 coordi-
nate along the line of sight. From these results is clear that
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Figure 5: 푆DM factor for donut regions around the GC as a
function of the region’s minimum angle 휃min, for 4 different
profiles. The maximum angle 휃max = 6 arcmin. NFW, EIN
and BUR profiles use the parameter set specified in the text
body, while the shown RAR+SIDM (퐶푉 = 0) profile uses a
fermion mass 푚 = 17 keV and parameters fitting the MW halo
(excluding S-stars) according to section 2.3.
the profile choice yields important differences in this factor.
As evidenced in fig. 1, the RAR+SIDM profiles exhibit a
boost of several orders of magnitude at a small radius (where
푟 < 1 kpc). Thus, we expect a significant contribution in the
푆DM factor due this small section. In order to quantify suchcontributions, we systematically calculate 푆DM factors from‘donut’ shaped regions of the GC integrating from different
휃. We show the results for these example integration region
in fig. 5 in order to clarify the contribution to the 푆-factor of
the inner regions of the DM distribution. RAR+SIDM pro-
files were here calculated using a fermion mass 푚 = 17 keV
and 퐶푉 = 0 for the sake of example. Indeed, although thismass falls outside the range in which the DM quantum core
of non-interacting fermions offers an alternative to the BH
scenario, it produces a density profile that shows all of the
relevant features of the RAR profiles.
The 푆DM factor (thus, the expected decay photon flux)undergoes boosting once the inner regions are included.
Clearly from fig. 5, if one neglected this region, the factor
would becomemuch smaller with respect to the case of other
profiles, thus implying less stringent limits for RAR profiles
within these observation target choices.
4.2. 0-bounce photons
A different observation region has also been considered,
this time covering a much larger portion of the observed sky,
with considerably smaller X-Ray flux. This observation fol-
lows the recent works by Perez and collaborators [27] using
the NuSTAR mission detectors, but aiming the analysis on
the unfocused photons arriving at the detector without pass-
ing through the instrumentâĂŹs focusing optics. When con-
sidering pointed observations of the GC, these photons ac-
count for the diffuse emission ∼ few 100 pc around SgrA*,
however, vignetting effects due to physical blocking of the
detectors by the instrument itself excludes up to the inner
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Profile Type 푆DM
[
M⊙pc−2
]
RAR 0.3590
NFW 2.3984
coreNFW 1.5041
Table 2
푆DM factor values for different profiles types for NuSTAR mis-
sion data, using the methods described in [27] for the 0-
bounce photon region. The parameters used for NFW and
coreNFW profiles are specified in the section 2.2. In the case
of RAR+SIDM profile we consider, as an example, the case of
푚푐2 = 17 keV (퐶푉 = 0) and best fit parameters for the MW
halo excluding S-stars.
∼ 150 pc, therefore reducing the astrophysical source con-
tamination, but also removing the inner pc from the obser-
vation itself.
푆DM estimateFor this analysis several observations are considered,
roughly centered around the GC, following the procedures in
[27]. The total aperture fromwhich these unfocused photons
can reach the detector is about 3.5° around the observation
center, limited by the aperture stops attached to the focal-
plane bench, and partially blocked by the NuSTAR instru-
mentâĂŹs optics bench. These introduce both vignetting
effects and physical blocking of photons arriving at the de-
tector. Then, certain areas within the observation region are
either completely blocked from detection, or the efficiency
of the process is significantly diminished. Thus, to account
for these effects, an efficiency factor is defined depending on
the solid angle coordinates, and the S factor calculations are
corrected for detector efficiency in the following form:
푆exp = ∫
∞
0 ∫ΩFOV 휖(Ω)휌(푟(푥,Ω)) d푥 dΩ , (39)
with 휖 the detector efficiency factor ranging from 0 to 1.
The shape of the exposure maps for both X-ray detectors
on board the NuSTAR mission are obtained in [27, 112].
This sky-exposure correction factor takes into account vi-
gnetting effects and obscuration due to the instrument phys-
ically blocking photons from entering the detector from cer-
tain directions. The exposure map then excludes the inner
parsecs of the GC for all observations considered here; a crit-
ical factor for dense core DM profiles as explained above.
As an example, we calculated these factors for a Field of
View of 4 degrees around the GC, for the exposure map of
detector FPMA for observation obsID 40032001002, for three
different density profiles, obtaining results as in table 2. We
include coreNFW profiles in the analysis following the ar-
guments given in [27].
Due to the exposure map suppressing the contributions
form the inner parsecs of the galaxy, RAR 푆DM factors aresignificantly suppressed and remain under the ones obtained
for NFW and coreNFW. These calculations for the S fac-
tor do not include, however, possible contributions from bad
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Figure 6: Line flux upper limit for the 0-bounce photon ob-
servation, for 3 – 25 keV range X-ray particle decay. Used the
emission spectra from [27].
pixels or ghost rays (described in [112, 63], for example).
These particular features however determine ‘bad data’ re-
gions and should be excluded from the observations and the
S factor calculations. Both of these contributions can ac-
count for up to 70% of the S factor, but are constant across
profiles up to a 1.5% standard deviation,13 thus remaining as
an order of magnitude estimate and allowing us to provide
comparisons between different dark matter profiles.
Line Flux Upper Limit
The joint spectra from this analysis can be seen in [27]
for both detectors on board the NuSTAR mission: FPMA
and FPMB, as well as an in depth analysis for these signals:
a recount of the astrophysical sources considered in the spec-
tral fitting and details on the spectral reduction methods.
We have performed the line flux upper limit analysis for
the added FPMA+FPMB spectra (normalized to the expo-
sure time weighted averages of effective detector area and
solid angle of sky coverage, see [27] for details), and the re-
sults can be found in fig. 6. The expected flux is about a few
cts s−1m−2, coming from a larger region of about 4 deg2 to-
tal solid angle area. We chose to use a smaller energy range
for this analysis than in [27] to avoid areas where the detector
background is the dominant spectral component.
4.3. On the estimation of the Line Flux Upper
Limit
We now discuss the applicability of the method for es-
timating the line flux upper limit from DM decays, as out-
lined in section 4.1. This procedure is most readily applica-
ble for spectra with can be fit almost in their entirety by a
power law such as featureless diffuse emission (see [108]),
and other common algorithms that are applied in the estima-
tion of this quantity depend on the fitting to the astrophysical
sources themselves [27, 113]. These latter methods attempt
to fit simultaneously all sources plus a DM peak compo-
nent of unknown height, and establish its maximum value
13 Tested for all profiles described in [27].
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by constraining the deviation from optimal goodness-of-fit
parameters. However, it is discussed in [27] that the line flux
upper limit obtained by this procedure can be roughly esti-
mated by local observational errors, that are well reflected
by the method used here. An argument can be made about
the larger deviation between the two approaches on a sec-
tion of the spectrum that could not be approximated well by a
power law, however local error overestimation in the method
used here is reflected in a degeneracy between astrophysical
sources and the DM line in a fit-dependent algorithm.
It is important to state, however, that this method of flux
constraining has to be taken as an approximation to a full
fit-dependent procedure as used on other works. The differ-
ence between the two can be quantified for the observation
of 0-bounce photons, and the results of this approach on the
parameter space limits can be seen in fig. 8. While the re-
sults must be taken in light of this approximation, this does
not alter the conclusions on this paper in a significant way.
Indeed, for the results on this region, we can out-
line quantitative differences between this method and other
fit-dependent ones by comparing with the results on line
flux upper limit obtained by [27]. A 28.7% mean differ-
ence excess between methods was observed within the full
3 – 25 keV spectral range.
It is important to further stress that an overestimation of
the observed line flux leads to a relaxation in observational
limits (which follows directly from eq. (41)) and can only re-
sult inmore conservative limits for themixing angle 휃. Thus,
if our limits to the parameter space using RAR profiles (as
exposed in fig. 9) would have been obtained using source-fit
dependent methods in the analysis, it would lower the upper
bound due to the method difference mentioned above by an
average of ∼ 30% for this data set.
Thus, this method of flux constraining, while it does
not depend on spectral fitting models, slightly overestimates
the upper bounds when comparing with other fit-dependent
methods by up to a factor of a few.
5. Parameter space bounds
5.1. Galactic Center
Having established an upper limit on the sterile neu-
trino decay flux, and having calculated the theoretical ex-
pected flux, it is straightforward to obtain a (푚푠, 휃) param-eter space limit. Claiming that the expected flux from DM
decay, eq. (6), cannot exceed the upper limit from X-ray ob-
servations (i.e. we assume the null-detection hypothesis for
this region):
퐹maxobs ≥ 퐹 = Γ4휋푚푠푆DM . (40)
Recalling the expression for sterile neutrino decay rate given
in eq. (3), a bound on the mixing angle 휃 can be obtained as
a function of 푚푠 as:
휃2 ≤ 1.9465 × 10−4
[
퐹maxobs
ph s−1cm−2
][
keV
푚푠
]4 [M⊙pc−2
푆DM
]
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Figure 7: Sterile neutrino parameter space limits obtained
for GC X-ray emission analysis. Four profile types compared:
BUR, EIN, NFW and RAR+SIDM. The light Red shaded re-
gion above the continuous red line corresponds to RAR+SIDM
limits from this work given by X-ray bounds (i.e. indirect
detection analysis), while the black dot at 48 keV labels the
smallest DM particle mass compatible with S-cluster stars’
rotation curve data that can provide a BH alternative (see
2.3). RAR+SIDM interaction strength is in line with eq. (34),
퐶푉 ∼ 108 in this plot. The upper shaded region corresponds to
production mechanism bounds: NRP under no lepton asym-
metry. Lower bounds on 휃 are dismissed due to alternative
production mechanisms with respect to standard 휈MSM. Or-
ange line marks the combined constraints of previous X-ray
searches [27, 33], see fig. 9 for individual constraints.
(41)
This X-ray bound becomes more stringent as more ac-
curate constraints on maximum observed flux are achieved.
Thus, non observation of DM decay lines on higher resolu-
tion equipment or tighter analytical constraints on observed
flux can only contribute to lower the bounds here obtained.
The bound is also inversely proportional to푆DM, so to obtaintighter constraints it is necessary to identify observational
targets with boosted 푆DM factors for a given DM profile.We have obtained these bounds for the mixing angle (휃),
and for the profilesmentioned above: NFW, Einasto, Burkert
and RAR+SIDM. Results can be seen in fig. 7. Analysis
has been performed for the full mass range allowed by the
spectra in the case of NFW, EIN and BUR profiles.
As expected, the 푆DM factor enhancement for the novelRAR type of profiles results in the most stringent upper lim-
its for this observation. As seen before, this enhancement
results from the inclusion of the central regions of the GC
in the observation, which increases 푆DM factors and bringsthem over the ones arising from the other three profiles.
5.2. 0-bounce photon analysis: comparison with
recent works
We base our comparison mainly with the work by Perez
et al. [27], who conducted searches using 0-bounce pho-
tons lowering the upper mixing angle bounds, and further
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Figure 8: Parameter space limits obtained for 0-bounce pho-
ton ("0b ph") X-ray analysis. Two profile types compared:
coreNFW and RAR+SIDM. Violet dotted line refers to analy-
sis by [27], corresponding to a coreNFW profile. The vertical
dotted line at 48 keV labels the smallest DM particle mass
compatible with S-cluster stars’ rotation curve data that can
provide a BH alternative (see 2.3). RAR+SIDM interaction
strength is in line with eq. (34), 퐶푉 ∼ 108. The upper shaded
region corresponds to production mechanism bounds: NRP
under no lepton asymmetry. Lower bounds on 휃 are dismissed
due to alternative production mechanisms with respect to stan-
dard 휈MSM. Orange line marks the combined constraints of
previous X-ray searches [27, 33], see fig. 9 for individual con-
straints.
narrowed down the allowed particle mass window than in
previous works. The parameter-space bound analysis for the
0-bounce photons spectrum is very similar to the one previ-
ously mentioned. A few differences reside in the calculation
for the 푆DM factors.Namely, the main differences reside in the exposure
map corrections mentioned in previous sections, in addition
to averaging over different observations. As the spectrum
has been averaged over six observations, and co-added for
FPMA and FPMB, each with different exposure maps, the
expected flux must be obtained via a weighted average of
푆DM factors for each one of the observations.The 푆DM factor has been calculated as:
푆avg =
∑
푖 Δ푡ΔΩ푆푖∑
푖 Δ푡ΔΩ
. (42)
WithΔ푡 the exposure time andΔΩ the effective detector area
for each observation. The specific values of these parameters
and further observation details can be found in [27].
Once these averages have been taken, the procedure for
obtaining a bound for 휃 are similar to the one taken for the
GC. We performed the analysis for profiles coreNFW and
RAR+SIDM (with parameters previously mentioned), ob-
taining the results in fig. 8.
We remind the reader that the last data point in this plot
corresponds to the region inwhich the source spectrum starts
to be dominated by instrument noise, which we have cho-
sen not to plot here. However, results for RAR profiles with
masses ≤ 48 keV (compatible with rotation curves, but not
with data from S-cluster stars) allow us to draw conclusions
about the generalities of the observation region. The limits
for the RAR+SIDM profile are significantly relaxed for this
region. This is to be expected, as inner compact regions for
these profiles are excluded from the exposure map, therefore
not contributing to the 푆DM factor and thus relaxing the ex-pected bounds.
Summarising, we showed that for such a 0-bounce pho-
ton analysis, no stronger limits could be obtained from as-
suming RAR+SIDM profiles. However, for observations
that include the inner parsecs of the GC, we found that
RAR+SIDM profiles provide (slightly) stronger limits in the
interaction angle than by usingNFWor similar distributions.
We then compare the limits obtained for GC observations
with the limits obtained by [27] in fig. 9.
Two main Milky Way observations/DM profile pairs are
shown: (i) expected fluxes corresponding to flat core NFW
profile (motivated by observations, see [27]) are compared
to NuSTAR observation for diffuse light∼ 100 pc around the
GC, as reviewed in [27], placing an upper limit on the sterile
neutrino mixing angle (i.e. violet dashed line). In this work,
observations of the very inner ∼ few pc of the Milky Way
were used instead (see section 4.1), and compared against
the RAR+SIDMmodel. An estimate for this upper bound is
obtained (i.e. continuous red line), which turns out to be in
line with previous bounds [27]-but stronger- for these novel
profiles, but only when central pc observations are included
in the analysis.
These bounds are shown for masses 푚푠 ≥ 48 keV, theminimum mass value for RAR+SIDM profile compatible
with S2 star rotation curve data. However the region of
smaller masses is not excluded but simply unconstrainable
with current DM halo profiles under discussion (see footnote
2). A robust upper particle mass bound under these model
assumptions (i.e. within low enough coupling constant) is
푚 = 345 keV as further commented in section 2.3. Further
constraining the fermion mass range to lower values, could
be achieved under a more complete thermal history of the
particles, as we discuss in section 2.1, section 3.
Under the self-interaction paradigm explained in sec-
tion 3 the production mechanism bounds mentioned in sec-
tion 2.1 are indeed significantly relaxed as the decay of heavy
vector bosons can produce sterile neutrinos in significant
quantities. Thus, the lower bound on interaction angle 휃 in
[27], which arises from the maximal allowed values for lep-
ton asymmetry, is no longer robust. As we mention in sec-
tion 2.1 though, a further analysis into the thermal history of
this model is required.
6. Conclusions
Considering a DM profile that self-consistently accounts
for the particle physics model, we performed a new analysis
of NuSTAR X-ray data to study how the 휈MSM parameter-
space constraints are affected by self-interactions among
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Figure 9: Sterile neutrino parameter space limits obtained for
GC observations using RAR+SIDM profiles (continuous red
line), when assuming DM production due to self interactions
(see Appendix B) and interaction strength in line with eq. (34).
The light Red shaded region above the continuous red line
corresponds to RAR+SIDM limits given by X-ray bounds (i.e.
indirect detection analysis), while the vertical shaded region
below 48 keV labels the smallest DM mass compatible with
S-cluster stars’ rotation curve data that can provide a BH al-
ternative (see 2.3). The upper shaded region corresponds to
production mechanism bounds: NRP under no lepton asymme-
try. Lower bounds on 휃 are dismissed due to alternative pro-
duction mechanisms with respect to standard 휈MSM. Other
dotted lines refer to several X-ray bounds for different DM
halo profiles including 0-bounce photon analysis [27] in dashed
violet (further discussed in section 2.1).
sterile neutrinos. In particular, we have shown how stan-
dard production mechanisms in the early Universe can be af-
fected through a decay of the massive vector field that acts as
the mediator of the self-interactions of the DM candidates,
which could broaden the allowed parameter space with re-
spect to standard 휈MSM.
The novelty of the present paper lies in the fact that
• We work within a particle-based DM halo model
which derives self-consistently the particle mass de-
pendent RAR+SIDM fermionic density profiles (see
section 3), unlike the ones previously utilized in the
literature (e.g. [27]). Importantly, such RAR+SIDM
profile is compatible with measurements of the
Galaxy rotation curve as well as constraints on the DM
self-interacting cross section from the Bullet cluster.a
• We use a new observation region within the Galaxy
central pc taken from [63], where an indirect detection
analysis of the X-ray NuSTAR data is performed. The
constraints derived here on the self-interacting sterile
neutrino parameter space, are stronger than those ob-
tained with commonly used DM profiles, due to the
dense DM quantum core which is characteristic of the
RAR and RAR+SIDM profiles.
Specifically, we have performed a null-detection analysis
based on an expected signal from the lightest sterile neutrino
decay in the X-ray energy range 퐸훾 ∼ 2 – 50 keV, focusedtowards the inner parsecs of the Galaxy. Several indirect
detection analyses on the traditional, non-self-interacting
휈MSM model, have been performed (see e.g. [27]) assum-
ing the traditional phenomenological DM halo profiles that
arise from the fitting of simulation results with finite spatial
resolution down to ∼ 0.1 kpc scales (or larger in the case
of cosmological simulations). Thus, when aiming to diffuse
emission regions inside the few pc radius, extrapolated ver-
sions of those profiles are used, due to the lack of knowledge
of the DM content around SgrA* (see section 2.3 for further
discussions).
It has been thus one of the main motivations of this
work to provide consistent fermionic (“ino”) halo models
(i.e. the RAR [51]/ RAR+SIDM profiles) for such a de-
tection analysis, where a precise knowledge of the DM dis-
tribution from the center to periphery is available from first
principle physics (see section 2.3 for details). We performed
such tests upon the self-interacting AMRR extension of the
휈MSM model [38], which allows in principle for a signifi-
cant relaxation of the constraints of [27] on the mass of the
DM sterile neutrino (see fig. 9). Such new bounds or re-
laxation in the (extended) 휈MSM parameters are subject en-
tirely to both, the novel dense quantum core at the center of
the fermionic RAR+SIDM halo (see section 5), and to the
interacting nature of the particles. The relaxed mass range
consistently covers the one derived in [51], in which the de-
generate fermion (ino) gas in the Galactic core provides an
alternative to the central BH hypothesis.
The intensity of the DM decay flux expected from an in-
dividual halo dependsmainly on the DMdensity distribution
in it. To discuss in detail the theoretical uncertainties in the
calculation, we have estimated the signal by assuming dif-
ferent DM density profiles. Concretely, in section 2 we have
described the signal with the decay width due to the Higgs
portal interactions of the 휈MSM model, predicted the X-ray
decay line, and presented different 푆DM factor parametriza-tions.
In section 3.1 we have considered the RAR+SIDM pro-
files (generalising the traditional RAR ones [51]), shown
there to provide an excellent fit to the observed Milky Way
rotation curve including the motion of the closest objects (S-
stars) to SgrA*, without assuming the BH hypothesis (see
fig. 2). We further stressed that the novel dense quantum
core - diluted halo morphology present in the RAR+SIDM
profiles, are different with respect to typical coredWDM ha-
los (i.e. with a flattening in the inner density profiles) as aris-
ing from classical N-body simulations (see e.g. [114] for a
recent review). The former, should be understood in terms of
extensions of standard cosmological simulations when shift-
ing from classical to quantum particles, and therefore both
kind of WDM halos cannot be compared on equal footing.
Indeed, similar core-halo profiles as the ones here studied for
fermions, were already found for bosons in N-body simula-
tions in the context of fuzzy DM (or quantum wave DM) as
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reported in [115]. While in the case of FDM the central core
(so called soliton) is supported against gravity by the quan-
tum pressure arising from the Heisenberg uncertainty princi-
ple (see [116] for a recent discussion), in the case of fermions
(i.e. RAR-cores) the corresponding degeneracy pressure is
provided by the Pauli exclusion principle [50]14.
In section 3, we considered a specific self-interacting
model for sterile neutrino DM, including dark-sector mas-
sive vector exchanges among the sterile neutrinos, in the
presence of a Higgs portal, thus extending appropriately the
model of ref. [38], in which a mixing of the sterile neu-
trino with the SM sector had been ignored. We discussed
the effects of such self interactions on the sterile neutrino
parameter-space bounds. We also studied, rather briefly
though, the cosmological implications of such types of mod-
els in which the sterile neutrino plays the role of a cosmolog-
ical DM. It is possible that one may circumvent the require-
ment for universe overclosure in such cases, and produce the
required DM abundance via dark-sector vector boson decays
to sterile neutrinos, which may in turn lead to a further di-
minishing of the lower bounds on the mixing angle 휃, as
compared to the standard-휈MSM studies Although a com-
plete analysis, including potential implications for BBN, is
pending, nonetheless our results indicate a potentially signif-
icant increase of the available parameter space, as compared
to the traditional 휈MSM model [27]. This allows for larger
sterile neutrino masses, above 50 keV, i.e. compatible with
the range obtained in [51] within the RAR scenario from the
rotation-curve analysis, including the motion of the closest
S-stars to SgrA*.
Our calculations for the 푆DM factor, considering all thedifferent profiles, are presented in section 4. We conclude
that the profile choice yields important differences in this
factor, as expected. Since the RAR+SIDM profiles exhibit
compact cores at small radius we obtain the maximum value
for the 푆DM factor with respect to the other profiles when thecompact core region is included. However, we obtain lower
values assuming the RAR+SIDM profile when such regions
are not considered in the calculation. The dependence of the
푆DM factor with the integration of the minimum value of theangle 휃min forming with the GC direction, is shown in thefig. 5.
Comparing these 푆DM factors with the X-ray flux obser-vations is necessary to obtain the null-detection bounds for
these novel DM profiles. We estimate in section 5 the photon
flux from the GC region (at few pc scales from SgrA*) and
reinterpret the 0-bounce photons analysis as obtained origi-
nally in [27] (corresponding to ∼ 102 pc off the Galaxy cen-
ter) for different DM profile assumptions. Assuming that no
signal is observed (i.e. we assume a null-detection hypoth-
esis), in eq. (41) we discuss the dependencies of the bound
respect to 푚푠, 푆DM and 퐹표푏푠. For the GC region (inner pc),weaker (upper) limits in the mixing angle are obtained when
the RAR+SIDM profile is considered with respect to other
14 It can be further shown that specific collisionless relaxation mecha-
nisms, such as gravitational cooling and violent relaxation, can lead to each
of these novel quantum core - diluted halo profiles respectively [116].
selected DM profiles, since the bound is inversely propor-
tional to 푆DM, which is larger within the RAR central coreas explained above. Thus, we remark once more that the
bounds obtained here hinge entirely on the assumption of
RAR+SIDM profiles, and within the AMRR-휈MSM self-
interacting paradigm [38].
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Appendix A S factor
An algorithm was developed to perform the 푆DM factorintegral, comprising of a solid angle integral and an integral
along the line of sight, as seen in eq. (38).
Each integral is performed as a Riemann sum: an inte-
gral is approximated as the sum of the function values on a
grid, times the spacing between elements of such grid, as in:
∫
푏
푎
푓 (푥) d푥 ≈
푛∑
푖=1
푓 (푥푖)Δ푥푖 (43)
where 푥푖 ∈ [푎, 푏] , Δ푥푖 =
푥푖+1 − 푥푖−1
2
And the process is trivially extended for double and triple in-
tegrals. On the limit 푛→ ∞ both expressions are equivalent
if 푥푖 are evenly spaced between a and b.This kind of approximations yield greater errors in areas
where 푓 changes rapidly and푋푖 evaluation points are scarce.Thus, it is critical for the accuracy of these algorithms to
make a good choice of evaluation points 푋푖. We will startby analyzing the solid angle integral, and how it is possible
to optimize the evaluation points for the Riemann sum.
First, spherical symmetry of the halo density profile can
be used to evaluate the dependence on the azimuthal angle
Φ:
∫
휃max
휃=0 ∫
2휋
Φ=0
푆̄(휃,Φ) sin 휃 d휃 dΦ = 2휋 ∫
휃max
휃=0
푆̄(휃) . (44)
Then only remains to choose a suitable choice of evaluation
points for 휃. For circular shaped regions we chose logarith-
mically spaced points between 휃 ≈ 10−6 arcsec and 휃max
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Figure 10: Coordinate system election schematic. 푥 − 휃 plane
slice. X coordinate zero is set at the axis’ closest point to the
GC.
(40 arcsec).15 This allows us to have a greater definition
around the profile inner regions, where density is expected
to change rapidly. Logarithmic spacing was also used for
‘donut’ shaped regions mentioned in section 4.1.
A more complex analysis is required for the integral
along the line of sight:
푆̄(휃,Φ) = ∫
푥=∞
푥=0
휌(푟(푥, 휃,Φ)) d푥 . (45)
Here we find the same challenge in evaluation pints: it is
necessary to have tightly packed points around the 푥 values
closer to the GC. But other numerical problems arise in the
definition of r:
푟 =
√
푟2GC + 푥
2 − 2푥푟GC cos 휃 . (46)
Where 푟GC is the distance between the Sum and the GC(≈ 8 × 103 pc). If parameters are such that we can access
the inner regions of the halo profile (≈ 10−7 pc), then this
result is to be acquired from the subtraction of two similar
quantities up to 10−14 kpc2: (푟2GC+푥2) and 2푥푟GC cos 휃. Thiswould have resulted in floating point precision errors for or-
dinary data storage types. Then, it was necessary to find an
expression for 푟(푥, 휃) that remained accurate on such scales.
So, we first redefine the zero of the x coordinate, so it
is measured from the closest point to the GC, as shown in
fig. 10. Then, for small theta the expression in eq. (46) can
be approximated as:
푟2 = 푟2GC
(
−2휖(휃) +
(
푥
푟GC
)2
− 4 푥
푟GC
휖(휃)
)
where 휖(휃) = cos 휃 − 1 = −휃2
2
+ 휃
4
24
− ... (47)
Where, for small 휃 and positive x it involves sums of positive
expressions only.
Using this new definition of the x coordinate origin, we
can solve the sampling problem using logarithmic spaced
evaluation points around x=0. This kind of spacing was used
on the intervals푋 = [−푟GC,−10−7] and푋 = [10−7, 2푟halo],with 푟halo the MW DM halo radius (≈ 55 kpc). Then, Rie-mann sums were executed to evaluate the integral on these
points using eq. (47).
15 The lower angle corresponds to the shortest relevant radius for RAR
profiles.
Appendix B A sterile neutrino production
mechanism: V-boson decay
The required Decay rate of a 푉 -boson decaying into two
sterile neutrinos, in view of the interaction term (12) is given
by the standard formula:
Γ = 
2퐸
[
∫
푚∏
푖=1
d3푝′푖
2퐸′푖 (2휋)3
] ||2(2휋)4훿(4)( 푚∑
푖=1
푝′푖 −푝),
(48)
where 푝 (푝′푖, 푖 = 1,…푚) denote the four- momenta of thedecaying particle (decay products),  is a statistical factor
that equals 1∕(푛!) for each group of 푛 identical particles in
the decay products, and ||2 is the square of the matrix
element between initial and final states, averaged over initial-
spin states and summed over final-spin ones.
For the evaluation of the amplitude we use the Feyn-
man rule for the vertex 푉휇 휈1 휈1
−푖푔푉 훾휇
(1 + 훾5
2
)
. (49)
To evaluate the decay width (48) we use the follow-
ing Casimir identities (in the following expressions, 푢푎(푝)(푣푏(푝)) denote polarization spinors (antispinors) appearingin the solution of the free Dirac (or Majorana) equations):∑
푖퐴,푖퐵=↑,↓
(
푢(푖퐴)(푝퐴)Γ퐼푢(푖퐵)(푝퐵)
)† (
푢(푖퐴)(푝퐴)Γ퐼퐼푢(푖퐵)(푝퐵)
)
= Tr
[
Γ퐼
(
훾휇푝퐴휇 + 푚퐴
)
Γ퐼퐼
(
훾휇푝퐵휇 + 푚퐵
)]
,∑
푖퐴,푖퐵=↑,↓
(
푣(푖퐴)(푝퐴)Γ퐼푢(푖퐵)(푝퐵)
)† (
푣(푖퐴)(푝퐴)Γ퐼퐼푢(푖퐵)(푝퐵)
)
= Tr
[
Γ퐼
(
훾휇푝퐴휇 − 푚퐴
)
Γ퐼퐼
(
훾휇푝퐵휇 + 푚퐵
)]
,∑
푖퐴,푖퐵=↑,↓
(
푣(푖퐴)(푝퐴)Γ퐼푣(푖퐵)(푝퐵)
)† (
푣(푖퐴)(푝퐴)Γ퐼퐼푣(푖퐵)(푝퐵)
)
= Tr
[
Γ퐼
(
훾휇푝퐴휇 − 푚퐴
)
Γ퐼퐼
(
훾휇푝퐵휇 − 푚퐵
)]
, (50)
for any two 4×4matrices Γ퐼 ,Γ퐼퐼 , where Γ퐼 ≡ 훾0Γ†퐼훾0, with
훾휇 the 4 × 4 Dirac 훾-matrices. For our purposes it suffices
to calculate the width (48) in flat Minkowski space time. In
this case, we have the properties
{훾휇, 훾휈} = 2휂휇휈1 (51)
{훾휇, 훾5} = 0 (52)
훾휇 ≡ 훾0(훾휇)†훾0 = 훾휇 (53)
훾휇훾5 ≡ 훾0(훾휇훾5)†훾0 = 훾휇훾5 (54)
Tr[1] = 4 (55)
Tr (훾휇 훾휈) = 4휂휇휈 (56)
Tr
(
훾휇훾휆훾휈훾휌
)
= 4
(
휂휇휆휂휈휌 − 휂휇휈휂휆휌 + 휂휇휌휂휈휆
)
(57)
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where 훾5 = 푖훾0 훾1 훾2 훾3, the trace Tr is over spinor in-
dices, 1 denotes the 4×4 identity matrix in spinor space and
휂휇휈 is the Minkowski metric with the signature convention
( +, −, −, −). Note that the trace Tr (훾휇훾휈훾5) = 0 while
Tr
(
훾휇훾휆훾휈훾휌훾5
) is totally antisymmetric in the Lorentz in-
dices.
Since the phenomenological considerations of [38] re-
quire the vector boson mass 푚푉 to be much larger (at leastfour orders of magnitude) than the sterile neutrino DMmass
푚,푚푉 ≫ 푚, we may treat the fermionic product of the decay
푉휇 휈1 휈1 as practically massless. Hence, applying the iden-tities of eq. (50) in this case, yields:
−푖 = 휖휇푉 (푝) 푢̄(푖1)푓1 (푝′1)
(
−푖푔푉 훾휇
) (1 + 훾5
2
)
푣(푖2)푓2 (푝
′
2) ,
(58)
where 휖휇푉 is the polarisation of the massive 푉 -boson. and
푓1,2 denote the fermionic decay products in the three pro-cesses. The fermions 푓푖 are all massless. The square of theinitial-spin-averaged and final-spin-summed amplitude en-
tering eq. (48) reads:
||2 = 1
3
∑
푖1,푖2=↑,↓
||2, (59)
where the factor 1∕3 is due to the fact that we have 2푠 + 1
(with 푠 = 1) initial spins of the massive vector boson to aver-
age over. Taking into account the identities of eq. (50), with
the matrices Γ퐼 ,Γ퐼퐼 being 훾휇, 훾휈 and 훾휇훾5, 훾휈훾5, as well asthe fact that the sum over vector-boson-푉 polarisation (spin)
states is∑
spin
휖휇(푝) 휖휈(푝) = −휂휇휈 +
푝휇푝휈
푚2푉
,
wemay evaluate the amplitude (59) as (from now onwe omit
the particle-species index from the polarisation tensors of
spinors for simplicity)
||2 = 푔2푉
3
∑
푖1,푖2=↑,↓
[
푢̄(푖1)(푝′1)훾휇
1 + 훾5
2
푣(푖2)(푝′2)
]†
[
푢̄(푖1)(푝′1)훾휈
1 + 훾5
2
푣(푖2)(푝′2)
]
휖휇푉 (푝)휖
휈
푉 (푝)
=
푔2푉
3
Tr
[
훾휇
1 + 훾5
2
(훾휌푝
′ 휌
2 ) 훾휈
1 + 훾5
2
훾휎 푝
′ 휎
1
]
×
(
−휂휇휈 +
푝휇푉 푝
휈
푉
푚2푉
)
=
푔2푉
6
Tr[훾휇(1 + 훾5) 훾휌훾휈훾휎] 푝
′ 휌
2 푝
′ 휎
1
×
(
−휂휇휈 +
푝휇푉 푝
휈
푉
푚2푉
)
=
푔2푉
6
Tr[훾휇 훾휌훾휈훾휎] 푝
′ 휌
2 푝
′ 휎
1
(
−휂휇휈 +
푝휇푉 푝
휈
푉
푚2푉
)
.
In the last simplification, we used the anti-commutation
properties of 훾5 with 훾휇, and the fact that
(
1+훾5
2
)2
= 1+훾
5
2
and 1+훾52 1−훾
5
2 = 0. Above we also took into account thatthe trace containing 훾5 is zero because it gives rise to a
totally antisymmetric tensor (rubric) which is contracted
with a symmetric tensor with respect to the 휇, 휈, indices,(
−휂휇휈 +
푝휇푉 푝
휈
푉
푚2푉
)
. Using the identities of Dirac matrices,
given previously, we then obtain
||2 = 2 푔2푉
3
(푝′2휇푝
′
1휈 + 푝
′
2휈푝
′
1휇 − 휂휇휈푝
′
1 ⋅ 푝
′
2) (60)
×
(
−휂휇휈 + 푝
휇푝휈
푚2푉
)
=
2 푔2푉
3
(
푝′2 ⋅ 푝
′
1 + 2
푝′2 ⋅ 푝 푝
′
1 ⋅ 푝
푚2푉
)
where we used the on-shell condition for the 푉 momentum
푝휇휂휇휈푝휈 = 푚2푉 . Using the conservation of energy momen-tum in the vertex (푝 incoming, 푝′1, 푝′2 outgoing),
푝휇 − 푝′휇1 − 푝
′휇
2 = 0, (61)
we square it (in a covariant way) to derive:
0 = 푝′2 ⋅ 푝
′
2 + 푝 ⋅ 푝 + 푝
′
1 ⋅ 푝
′
1 + 2푝
′
2 ⋅ 푝
′
1 − 2푝 ⋅ (푝
′
2 + 푝
′
1)
= 푚2푉 + 2푝
′
2 ⋅ 푝
′
1 − 2푝 ⋅ 푝 = −푚
2
푉 + 2푝
′
2 ⋅ 푝
′
1
⇒ 푝′2 ⋅ 푝
′
1 = 푚
2
푉 ∕2
where we used the on-shell conditions (in our conventions
for the metric (+1,−1,−1,−1))
푝 ⋅ 푝 = 푚2푉 , 푝
′
1 ⋅ 푝
′
1 = 0, 푝
′
2 ⋅ 푝
′
2 = 0.
In a similar way by writing the square as
0 = 푝′2 ⋅ 푝
′
2 + 푝 ⋅ 푝 + 푝
′
1 ⋅ 푝
′
1 − 2푝
′
1 ⋅ (푝 − 푝
′
2) − 2푝 ⋅ 푝
′
2
= 푝′2 ⋅ 푝
′
2 + 푝 ⋅ 푝 − 푝
′
1 ⋅ 푝
′
1 − 2푝 ⋅ 푝
′
2
⇒ 푝 ⋅ 푝′2 = 푚
2
푉 ∕2.
And finally, by writing the square as:
0 = 푝′2 ⋅ 푝
′
2 + 푝 ⋅ 푝 + 푝
′
1 ⋅ 푝
′
1 − 2푝
′
2 ⋅ (푝 − 푝
′
1) − 2푝
′
1 ⋅ 푝
= 푚2푉 − 2푝
′
2 ⋅ 푝
′
2 − 2푝 ⋅ 푝
′
1
⇒ 푝′1 ⋅ 푝 = 푚
2
푉 ∕2 .
Then, the amplitude can be written in terms of masses
||2 = 2 푔2푉
3
푚2푉 . (62)
In the rest frame of the 푉 -boson (퐸푉 = 푚푉 , 풑푉 = 0) thephase space integration in eq. (48) is done by first performing
the spatial delta function integration
∫ d3푝′2 훿(3)(−푝′1 − 푝′2) ,
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which simply implies that the spatial momenta of the decay
products (which are massless particles) are equal in magni-
tude |풑′1| = |풑′2|.In the case of Majorana sterile neutrinos, there is one
group of two (푛 = 2) identical particles in the products of the
푉 -vector-boson decay so the statistical factor in the defini-
tion of the width (48) is  = 12 (for Dirac type “inos”  = 1,as in that case there are no identical particles among the de-
cay products). Treating the neutrino as practically massless
inside the phase-space integration, which suffices for our ap-
proximate discussion here, we then obtain:
Γ = 1
16푚푉 ∫ 4휋|풑′2|2 d|풑′2|훿(푚푉 − 2|풑′ퟐ|)
× 1
4휋2 |풑′ퟐ|2 ||2
= 1
32휋 푚푉
||2 ≃ 푔2푉
48휋
푚푉 (63)
where we used that ∫ d|풑′2|훿(푚푉 − 2|풑′ퟐ|) = 12 .
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